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It is perfectly proper to speak of 

the “crust” of the earth. The exist- 
ence of volcanoes and the fact that the 
temperature regularly increases as 

you penetrate the rocks by borings 
or mining shafts prove that the in- 

terior of the earth is hot enough to 

melt all known mineral substances. 
In boring for gas or oil or water and 
in descending along the line of min- 

eral veins or to reach deep-seated 
coal deposits it is found that the tem- 

perature increases about one degree 
for every fifty or 75 feet, so that it is 
a serious question with miners how 
far they can follow a vein into the 
earth before reaching a point where 
the heat will be so great that it would 
be impossible for workmen to en- 

dure it. 
Taking the average Increase of heat 

to be one degrqp in 50 feet, we should 
reach a point where water would boil 
at a distance of about 8,000 feet or 

a lit'le over a mile and a half. It, 
therefore, would be a feasible plan to 
bore a hole to that depth, and by let- 
ting cold water into it by one pipe 
bring it up hot in another, thus mak- 

ing use of the heat of the Interior of 
the earth to warm our houses. Very 
likely before the coal and oil are ex- 

hausted this may be the source 

through which to dispel in our homes 
the rigors of winter even in arctic 
climates. 

At the same rate of increase we 

should have to descend only 30 or 40 
miles to find a degree of heat which 
would melt any known substance and 
produce a molten interior. The only 
escape from the conclusion that the 
earth consists of this thin crust of 
consolidated material arises from the 
fact that the melting point of metals 
rises under pressure. For example. 
Iron when subjected to very great 
pressure will remain solid long after 
reaching the temperature at which it 

studied, is Kilauea, on the Island of 
Hawaii, the crater of which is 13,675 
feet above the sea. The crater is 

nearly three miles in diameter, and 
is filled with boiling lava, which varies 
greatly in height at different times. 

When visited by Prof. Dana in 1889 
it lacked only 400 feet of being full, 
so as to run over from the top. In 
1840 the lava had subsided, so that it 
was 1,000 feet below the rim. No re- 
cent eruptions have projected the lava 
over the rim, but at various times 
since the discovery of the island great 
streams of lava have burst out from 
the side of the mountain, 2,000 feet err 
more below the submit. 

COST $5C0 AN OUNCE. 

Some of the More Rare Flower Seeds 
Are Expensive. 

“Just as good as gold,” remarked a 

young Boston suburbanite who thinks [ 
himself something of an amateur gar- 
dener, as he ran his hand through a 

sample bag of fine spring seed wheat 
in a South Market street seed store. 

‘‘Yes," said the seedsman to whom 
the remark was addressed, "but unlike 
the seed of some other farm and gar- 
den products we have in here it isn't 

[ worth its weight in gold. 
“Every year there is a great variety ! 

of new flowers. The growers are con- 

tinually at work hybridizing to produce 
fine strains of flowers. It requires con- 

siderable time and labor to do it, and 
this makes them very expensive. 

"Take the petunia grandifiora, for 
instance, as a sample. It is an exceed- 

ingly beautiful flower. The packages 
of its seeds contain between 300 and 
400 seeds each, but the seed is so fine 
as to be an almost impalpable powder. 
The package retails at 75 cents, but 

by the ounce the seed is worth $500. 
“An ounce will make about 5,000 

packages. You can easily see. then, 
how the seed is worth even more than 
its weight in gold. 

"An ounce of high-priced seed may 

represent the entire product of a sea- 

son's work by the grower on one par- 
ticular variety. We have frequently 
paid a French hybridist as high as $60 
an ounce for a special variety of pansy 
seed, that retails for a great deal more 

than that an ounce. Packets of it sell 
for 50 cents each. 

“In the matter of vegetable and 
grain seeds, the market gardener or 

the farmer must pay prices for these 
that sometimes gives him a shock. 
Take one of those mammoth squashes, 
say, that weighs 200 pounds or over. 

The seeds obtained from a big squash 
like that actually sell for four cents 

Part of the Rim and Floor of the Crater of Kilauea. 

ordinarily melts, so it is supposed that 
the pressure toward the center of the 
earth is so great that no amount of 
heat, or, at any rate, the intense 
heat in the interior of the earth, can 

make it assume a liquid form. This 
also agrees with the calculations of 

physicists, who affirm that the earth 
behaves like a solid, and therefore 
cannot have a liquid interior, as was 

formerly supposed. 
But the many other positive indica- 

tions of the existence of molten mat- 
ter in the interior of the earth have 
led to a conclusion which satisfies all 
parties, namely, that after descending} 
40 or 50 miles from the surface the 
heat is so great and the pressure so 

limited that all substances are melted, 
so that there is a segment, probably 
many hundred miles in thickness, con- 

sisting of molten matter, while the in- 
terior nucleus ‘remains, both intensely 
hot and at the same time solid. 

One of the most striking positive 
indications that there is such a molten 
mass at no great distance below the 
surface of the earth is to be found in 
the volcanoes of the world, which are 

best explained as vent holes through 
which this molten matter escapes to 
the surface in response to the varying 
degrees of pressure from the crust of 
the earth over different areas. When, 
for example, through long-continued 
depoeition of earthy material about 
the mouths of the great rivers, one 

portion of the earth's crust becomes 
overloaded, so that it, presses with un- 

due weight over a limited area, it 
would squeeze a portion of the molten 
material to the surface, just as if you 

press with your thumb upon the rind 
of an orange in one place it will 
crack the rind in another place and 
force the juice out through it. The 
slow contraction of the diameter of 

the earth, also, through its loss of 
heat by radiation, may result in the 
wrinkling up of the crust in such a 

manner that the molten matter will 
be forced out along the lines of great- 
est weakness. 

Jornllo in Mexico is one of the most 

remarkable instances of intermittent 
volcanic action. L’p to 1759 the site 

where the volcanic cone now stands 
•was occupied by a fertile plain, sur- 

rounded by hills composed of very an- 

cient rocks. In that year, amid earth- 

quake shocks, a chasm opened in the 

plain, from which flames issued, and 

ashes and lava were ejected in suffi- 

cient quantities to form in a short 

time a mountain 1,600 feet high. 
Since then there have been no erup- 

tions, and the lower flanks of the 

mountain are now covered with trees 

and the surrounding country is culti- 

vated as formerly. 
One of the largest volcanoes and 

which has been most carefully 

apiece, or four dollars an ounce. Then 
there is the seed of a new variety of 
lettuce that sells for three dollars an 

ounce, while some kinds of beet seed 
bring at retail from $2.50 to three dol- 
lars a pound. Even a new variety of 
parsley is high-priced, the seed of one 

kind selling at two dollars a pound. 
"Xot long ago a Vermont man 

brought in to us a new variety of oats 
that he had been working to produce 
for three or fotir years. It was a very 
fine product, and it retails at seven 

dollars a bushel for seed. There are 

some other kinds of oats that sell for 
five dollars a bushel, and the enter- 

1 

prising fainter pays that price for his 
seed, as he knows that it will double 
the market value of the output of an 

cat field. 
•'Some varieties of celery seed are 

also high priced. Boston market cel- 
ery is the king of all the celeries raised 
in this country, it sells at six dollars 
a pound.” 

When the South Market street seeds- 
man had finished with his talk on high 
priced seeds, the amateur gardener 
bought a few five and ten-cent pack- 
ages of ordinary flower seeds and left 
the store with a thoughtful counte- 
nance.—Boston Globe. 

Useful Qualities of Alum. 
Alum should never he absent from 

any household. It has a very good 
effect if applied to bleeding wounds, 
as it checks the loss of blood. Hoiled 
in milk in small quantities it is good 
for toothache. It must he held in the 
mouth, not swallowed. For bleeding 
of the mouth or tongue a wash in cold 
water in which alum has been dis- 
solved is very effective. 

Butterflies in Cold Climates. 
It is a common experience among 

mountain climbers to find butterflies 
lying frozen on the snow, and so brit- 
tle that they break unless they are 

very carefully handled. Such frozen 
butterflies on being taken to a warm- 
er climate recover and fly away. Six 
species of butterflies have been found 
within a few hundred miles of the 
north pole. 

The Crisis. 
“Gentlemen,” said the orator who 

sometimes was careless about hi3 met- 
aphors, “although the time is ripe to 
b# forging to the front, we are wal- 
lowing in the slough of derpond like 
a ship without a rudder, unmindful 
of the fact that while the ground Is 
slipping from beneath our feet every 
day brings us nearer to the point at 
which we must ̂ either draw cards or 

drop out of the game.” 

PRETTY COSTUMES 

Visiting-Dress. Linen Costume. Home-Dress. 

Visiting Dress.—A very effective but simple dress of Aubergine colored 
soft cloth is shown here, the skirt is slightly full at the waist, and is trimmed 
with cross-wise bands of silk of the same color, one and a half inches wide. 
The over-bodice is trimmed to match the skirt, the fronts being connected by 
straps of silk attached each side tinder small rosettes. The under-slip is of 
piece lace. Hat of silk to match the dress, with a soft frill of lace under the 
brim. Materials required for the over-bodice and skirt, six yards 46 inches 
wide, three yards silk. 

Linen Costume.— Here is a very trim costume, in rather coarse white 
linen. The skirt is set in very deep plaits, turned up at the foot with a deep 
facing of blue linen; the fronts are ornamented with pearl buttons and blue 
cord loops. The jacket is edged with blue, and ornamented with buttons like 
the skirt. A skirt of white lawn is worn witli the costume. Sailor-shaped 
h.at of Tuscan-colored straw trimmed with pale pink roses. Materials re- 

quired for the costume, seven yards white linen 44 inches wide, two and a half 
yards blue linen. 22 buttons, two and a half yards cord. 

Home Dress.—A pretty flowered cotton is used for the dress shown 
here; the skirt, which is slightly eased in at the waist, has two deep tucks 
above the hem. and a hand of muslin embroidered insertion above the tucks. 
The blouse bodice has deep tucks over the shoulder to waist each side, and 
small tucks and insertion in center of front. The telescope sleeves are fin- 
ished with a deep tight cuff of finely tucked material, trimmed with insertion. 
Materials required, 12 yards 28 inches wide, six yards insertion. 

BUTTONS SEEN ON EVERYTHING 

Must Be Acknowledged Favorite Trim- 
ming of the Season. 

Buttons are a most favored trim- 
ming. They are used not only upon 
tailored gowns and summer frocks, 
but upon the more elaborate evening 
costumes. They are ofttimes placed 
the full length of the clinging skirt 
at one side, in the center front or lip 
the center back. This 1: le of buttons 
is a continuation of the button trim- 
ming upon the bodice portion, and is 
one of tlie little tricks employed to 

give the much-desired "long-line-effect. 
feet. 

There is ample opportunity for the 
enthusiastic needlewoman to make 
buttons which will prove a feature of 
her costume. An old-fashioned method 
was to embroider upon 'be covered 
button-mould a five-pointed star. This 
requires time, but is very simple to 

make, and. if the embroidery silk be 
in a tone darker than the covering of 
the button, the effect is very hand- 
some. 

Othere embroidered buttons have 
beads introduced. French knots as- 

sist in the decoration of buttons. 
Whole buttons are covered with sou- 

tache braid. 
Some buttons are slipped into little 

crocheted covers of embroidery silk. 
There is opportunity in the making 

of buttons to show great individual- 
ity and taste. 

PRETTY AND STYLISH. 

~V VV 
Pretty coiffure formed of a ban- 

deau of silver paillettes and two black 
velvet bows; hair dressed low at the 
back with soft curls. 

The, latest Charlotte model is the 
revolutionary cap of enormous pro- 
portions. 

Pretty Model for Stout Women. 

Recently a smart model in a coat 
suit was seen. It was made up from 
the bordered goods that would be be- 
coming to a stout, elderly woman, pro- 
vided she were not too stout. 

The skirt was pleated in four groups, 
with the border forming the hem, and 
the coat was barely half length, cut 

into four points at the lower edge, 
breaking up the straight line—an ex- 

cellent fashion for stout figures. This 
decorative portion of the material also 

trimmed the fronts of the coat, the 

| cuffs and the neck. The sleeves were 

coat shaped. 

Fashions from Old Egypt. 
One of flic most famotis dressmak- 

ers in Paris says that Uameses II. set 

the fashion in tea gowns this year. 
‘The Raineses gown is one of the 

most comfortable designs possible, 
she says. “It is like a loose tea gown 

with a crossover bodice which resem- 

bles one of the fashionable boleros. 

1 have made a gown of brilliant ultra- 

marine,'‘embroidered with a pattern of 

lotus (lowers in dull mauves and pur- 

ples. Another Egyptian novelty is the 

j introduction of lotig chains, which 1 

1 have copied from old pictures.” 

EASY TO MAR PRETTY GARMENT 

Much Depends on the Fastenings Be- 
ing Properly Arranged. 

The whole appearance of an other- 
wise pretty garment may be marred 
if the fastenings are carelessly or in- 
correctly put on. There are many 
garments which are too fine for hooks 
and eyes and which are, in fact, fit- 
ted only for tiny buttonholes and but- 
tons or hooks and loops. These loops 
are used both for small buttons and 
for hooks and are put on the collars 
of lingerie blouses, on baby clothes, 
and other sheer garments. When they 
are to be used for buttons they are 

put at the extreme edge of a hem or 

band and sometimes they are placed 
on the underneath part of a hem 
when it has been folded over and so 

closes the opening in an invisible man- 

ner. They are made by arranging 
loose threads of a certain length to 
form a loop large enough for the but- 
ton to pass through. Use strong sew- 

ing cotton and fasten on by passing 
the middle between the folds to the 
edge of the band. Make it quite firm 
by taking a seaming stitch on it and 
give it a jerk to test it. Now take a 

stitch like a seaming one as far dis- 
tant from the first as the diameter 
of the button, and draw the cotton in 
to within three-quarters or half an 
inch from the first stitch. Keep this 
loop around the forefinger and make 
another one by taking up the first 
stitch again, which of course takes 
the needle back to the right of the one 
last made. Repeat this four or five 
times, keeping all the loops the same 

length over the finger. Let the last 
stitch come on the right hand side, so 

that when the work is turned around 
for the loop to face the worker it 
becomes the left hand. Holding the 
work with the loop toward the body, 
pass the needle under the loops with 
the point toward you and pass the 
single thread to the right under the 
needle. This will make a purled edge 
at the top of the loop. Continue this 
from right to left and finish off se; 
curely. Loops for hooks are made in 
a similar manner, but the strands are 
drawn much tighter and they are 

made a quarter of an inch or so from 
the edge of the hem. 

Sailor Hats of Black Net. 
Very smart are the black net sailor 

hats trimmed with crape cords and 
bound at brim edge with a wide crape 
band. At side wing effects of crape- 
edged net stand upright and spread 
toward front, and a ruche of rnalinette 
tilts the hat slightly up at left.— 
Vogue. 

Season's Novelty. 
One of the novelties of the season is 

a line of linen just inside the revers 
of a jacket, which gives it a clean and 
neat appearance that nothing else so 

small could possibly do. This is really 
a very good idea, and one that may be 
carried out in many attractive ways. 
For instance, if one's suit were a plain 
black and looked too dark for the sea- 

son, one might easily add a little line 
of cerise or megneta, which would 
brighten the whole and take away that 
mourning look to which so many peo- 

ple object. Linen bands are especially 
used on suits for girls between 12 and 
13 years. 

Hair Curlers. 
Take a smooth piece of wood, about 

as large around as an ordinary lead 

pencil, three or three and one-half 
inches long. Cut little grooves in the 

ends. Part your hair as usual, and 

twist around wood. Then snap a rub- 

ber band into grooves in each end. By 
damping the hair and doing it up the 
night before you will have beautiful 
waves. It takes about two hours for 

it to curl if you do it in the morning. 
I Eight curlers are enough for front and 
I hack. 

Here is a picture of a twentieth 
century farm house when electricity 
will have come to its own as a power 
factor on the farm: It has a cool, clean 
kitchen, a laundry where all the hard 
work is done by an electirc motor; 
good lights, with no lamps to fill; and 
a small vacuum cleaner run by elec- 
tricity replaces the broom. A cleaner 
house and better food in half the time! 
The sewing machine is run by elec- 
tricity and the incubator in the cellar 
is heated at an even temperature in 
the same way. The tank on the top 
of the house is filled by an electrically 
run pump and there is running water 

in the house. The woman who lives 
in this house has not the dull, tired 
look which we see so often now. 

This is as Arthur W. Page, who 
writes of the "Age of Electric Ser- 

vants,” in the World's Work, sees it, 
and he proceeds to explain how the 
farmer is to procure his electricity 
to do these things. Down in North and 
South Carolina a company has been 
organized which utilizes the water 

powers of a district to produce elec- 
tricity. The extent of the company’s 
service covers more territory than 
many a state and the company stands 
prepared to sell power to farmers, 
mills and factories. It charges $20 per 
horsepower a year, which is about 
the same as 8.10 of a cent per kilowatt 
hour, a rate which, if doubled, would 
still be as cheap as wood, coal or gas. 

The region operated by this com- 

pany is not exceptionally well sup- 
plied as to water power; and what is 

being done there may be done in many 
a part of Canada. There are indeed, 
few farming regions in this country 
that are beyond the reach of elec- 
tricity generated by running water. 
Even in the arid and semi-arid regions 
the same water that is used for irri- 
gation could often be made to gener- 
ate power. 

Hut electricity can be made to help 
the farmer as well as his wife. It is 
to make farming more profitable. An 

electric motor would save farm labor, 
and labor is now hard to get. It would 
supply energy to draw water, to run 

the milking machines, to thresh wheat, 
and to do a hundred other things. On 
a farm in Germany, near Berlin, is an 

! electric plow. It runs by a trolley wire 
which it automatically moves over 

three rows on every trip; it plows 
three furrows at a time and does the 
work of 15 horses. When the farm- 
ers see the uses they can make of 
electricity, if companies do not sup- 
ply them with power they will build 
their own plants, as they have built 
their own telephone lines. A farmer 

living in an “electric” house, efficient- 
ly working his farm by electric power, 
loading his produce on the freight- 
cars of a trolley line, and settling its 
price with a purchaser a hundred 
miles away by telephone—perhaps by 
a wireless telephone, for there is al- 
ready such a thing in existence—may 
seem a Utopian dream, but it is com- 

ing. He can send his photograph, if 
he wish, or sign a check over a wire. 
He may sit in his home and listen to 
music from a tel-harmonium in a 

neighboring city. All these things are 

possible with apparatus already made. 
And these are commonplace achieve- 

ments compared with the possibilities 
of electric development. The storage 
battery that electricians are working 
toward will eliminate the worst fea- 
tures of automobiles, take the trolley 
wires from the streets, and make most 
farm machinery electric. Sir Hugh 
Bell has predicted that a century 
hence, with little or no machinery 
aboard and scarcely any crew, ships 
will be sped on their voyages by elec- 
tricity generated at Niagara Falls and 
transmitted wirelessly over the Atlan- 
tic. Either the invention of the sto- 

rage battery or the discovery of wire- 
less power transmission would be al- 
most enough to insure a commercial 
flying machine. Yet, should no new 

electrical invention be made, we have 

I already enough to make us far more 

t comfortable and to enable us to save 

much time and lost motion. 

Increase Grain Production.—If the 
farmers of this country could 
increase their production of grain only 
ten per cent, they would increase the 
nation's wealth $214,000,000. In most 
sections of the country it is possible 
to increase the production fully 100 
per cent. Are you doing your part to 
assist in the increase? 

VENTILATE YOUR HORSE BARN 
Proper Placing; of Intake and Outflow Flues Important. 

System of Ventilating Horse Barn. 

Ventilation is a matter that should 
receive attention in preparing plans 
for stables and barns. The health of 
animals depends upon the supply of 

pure air they get when confined In- 

doors. In the above illustration is 

shown ihe system adopted in a horse 
barn erected at the Michigan Agricul- 
tural college. For the removal of air 

there are four flues 12 inches by 21 

inches, built of sheet-iron. These are 

set into the walls, two on a side and 

run up in pairs, each flue pairing with 

the one opposite it. The flues of a 

pair after passing up into the mow 

follow up just under the roof and meet 
under a cupola, unite and extend up 
into the cupola half way. to its top. 
These flues take the air from just 
above the foundation wall, but are 

provided with registers IS inches by IS 
inches just below the ceiling which 
can be opened when it is desired to 
remove the warm air from near the 
ceiling. Ten intakes are provided for 
admitting fresh air. These are six 
inches by 23 inches?- are lined with 
sheet-iron and each occupies the space 
between the inner and outer walls and 
two adjacent studs. Each opens to 
tha outside at the bottom and to the 
inside at the top as ahown in the 

j small diagram to the right of the illus- 
| tration. The openings should be fixed 

to permit of their being closed partly 
or wholly on windy days. 

EXTERMINATE 
TUBERCULOSIS 

A plan has recently been proposed 
by Dr. Burton Rogers, a Kansas veteri 

narian, for the eradication of tuber 

culosis, which includes the following 
steps: First, to discover what animals 
are infected with the disease, which 
can be accomplished by the enforced 
testing of every cow in the county 
with tuberculin; second, infected ani 
nials should be disposed of at once 

and finally the animals remaining 
upon the farm should be regularly 
tested, and those infected removed as 

soon as discovered. 
While this plan would work a hard- 

ship in some cases, he claims most of 
the stock could be disposed of at full 
value or a reasonable discount by the 
packers. He also suggests that it 
would be a profitable financial invest- 
ment for the nation to cause every 
cow in the land to be tested and 
those found to be tuberculous to be 

put upon government land reserva- 
tions and finally to be bought either 
at full value or at a discount from a I 
fund made up by the federal and state 
governments and the packers. 

Proof is inexhaustible that 

! Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable 
Compound carries women safely 
through the Change of Life. 

Read the letter Mrs. E. Hanson, 
304 E. Long St., Columbus, Ohio, 
writes to Mrs. Pinkham: 

“ I was passing through the Change 
of Life, and suffered from n°rvous- 

ness, headaches, and other annoying 
symptoms. My doctor told me that 

! Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- 
pound was good for me, and since tak- 
ing it I feel so much better, and I can 

again do my own work. I never forget 
to tell my friends what Lydia E. I’ink- 
ham's Vegetable Compound did for mo 

j during this trying period.” 
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. 

For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- 
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made 
from roots and herbs, has been the 
standard remedy for female ills, 
and has positively cured thousands >f 
women who have l>een troubled with 
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- 
tion, tibroid tumors, irregularities, 
periodic pains, backache, that 1 tear- 

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges- 
tion, dizziness or nervous prostration. 
Why don’t you try it ? 

Mrs. Pinkham invites all sirk 
women to write her for advice. 
She has guided thousands to 
health. Address, Lynn, Mass. 

SOMEWHAT SUSPICIOUS. 

ftGF SHOP j ST— 

Of course, it may be all right—still, 
you don’t feel inclined to eat sau- 

sages when you find your butcher has 
removed to a shop next door to the 
Home for Lost Dogs, do you? 

The Tangled Web. 
Charley is the white-haired negrc 

man employed by a southern family on 

Charlotte street. .And Charley is cau 

tious about lending anything. The 
other day a man new to the neighbor 
hood appeared at the door and ask 'd 
if he could borrow a spade. 

“No, sir,” said Charley. "Ain’t gol 
no spade.” 

“Haven’t you any sort of a shove! 
I could use to dig fish worms with?” 

“No, sir, ain’t got no shovel.’’ 
The stranger hesitated a moment 

and then asked: 
“Do you suppose the folks next doot 

have a spade they’d lend me?" 

“No, sir.” replied Charley, promptly 
"they’s all the time*a-borrowin’ our’n.’ 
—Kansas City Times. 

Hurt a Convict’s Pride. 
A church missionary had a letter 

recently from a convict begging him 

to reform the writer’s wife, who was 

also in prison. 
The convict—who is serving a long 

term—was very anxious about, the 
matter, because, as he said: "It was 

no credit to him to receive letters 

front such a place as prison.” 
Another convict, in the course of a 

letter to his brother, a pauper, re- 

marked: “Well, .Tack, thank goodness 
I have never sunk so low as the work 

house yet.”—London Daily News. 

WIFE WON 

Husband Finally Convinced. 

Some men are wise enough to try 
new foods and beverages and then gen- 
erous enough to give others the bene- 
fit of their experience. 

A very “conservative” Ills. man. 
however, let his good wife find out for 
herself what a blessing Postuin is to 
those who are distressed in many 
ways, by drinking coffee. The wife 
writes: 

"No slave in chains, it seemed to 

me, was more helpless than I, a coffee 
captive. Yet there were innumerable 
warnings—waking from a troubled 
sleep with a feeling of suffocation, at 
times dizzy and out of breath, at- 
tacks of palpitation of the heart that 
frightened me. 

“Common sense, reason, and my 
better judgment told me that coffee 

drinking was the trouble. At last my 
nervous system was so disarranged 
that my physician ordered ‘no more 

coffee.’ 
“He knew he was right and he knew 

I knew it, too. 1 capitulated. Prior 
to this our family had tried Postum, 
but disliked it, because, as we learned 
later, it was not made right. 

“Determined this time to give Post- 
um a fair trial, I prepared it accord- 
ing to directions on the pkg.—that is, 
boiled it 15 minutes after boiling com- 

menced, obtaining a dark brown liquid 
with a rich snappy flavor similar to 
coffee. When cream and sugar were 

added, it was not only good but de- 
licious. 

“Noting its beneficial effects in me 
the rest of the family adopted it—all 
except my husband, who would not ad- 
mit that coffee hurt him.* Several 
weeks elapsed during which I drank 
Postum two or three times a day, 
when, to my surprise, my husband 
said: ‘I have decided to drink Postum. 
Your improvement is so apparent—you 
have such fine color—that I propose 
to give credit where credit is due.' And 
now we are coffee-slaves no longer.” 

Name given by Postum Co., Battle 
Creek, Mich. Read “The Road to Well- 
ville,” in pkgs. “There's a Reason.” 

Ever read the above letter? A new 

ore appears from time to time. They 
are genuine, true, and full of human 
interest. 


